
WASHINGTON: The new Omicron variant of
COVID-19 could slow the global economic recov-
ery, just as the Delta strain did, IMF chief Kristalina
Georgieva said Friday. “A new variant that may
spread very rapidly can dent confidence and in that
sense, we are likely to see some downgrades of our
October projections for global growth,” she said at
a Reuters event.

In its most recent World Economic Outlook, the
fund projected global growth of 5.9 percent this
year and 4.9 percent in 2022, but the United States
and other major economies suffered sharp down-
ward revisions after the spread of the Delta variant
“caused some friction,” Georgieva said. “Even
before the arrival of this new variant, we were con-
cerned that the recovery, while it continues, is losing
somewhat momentum,” the IMF chief said, noting
that policymakers are now dealing with new issues
like inflation.

The IMF’s most-recent forecasts raised concerns
that global supply chain issues and uneven distribu-
tion of vaccines were slowing the rebound, and
causing some countries to be left behind. A surge in
demand in many advanced economies coupled with
shortages of key components like semiconductors
has fueled a wave of prices increases.

Less than two months ago, Georgieva expressed
confidence that inflation would not become a “run-
away train” but on Friday she said the US Federal

Reserve will have to increase interest rates in 2022,
rather than in 2023, as the IMF previously predict-
ed. The Fed, which cut the benchmark lending rate
to zero in the early days of the pandemic, already
has started to pull back on its stimulus measures
and has signaled it will speed up that process,
which would put it in position to lift rates off zero
by midyear.

“We do believe that the path to policy rate
increases may be walked faster,” Georgieva said. 

With the recent wave of price increases likely
to remain a concern for some time, the US Federal
Reserve should raise interest rates sooner, the IMF
said Friday. It was an unusually direct policy rec-
ommendation from the Washington-based crisis
lender that comes as surging demand coupled with
supply bottlenecks and shortages of key materials
like semiconductors has driven US consumer infla-
tion to its highest level in three decades.

The Fed already has signaled that it will remove
stimulus measures more quickly, opening the door
to a rise in lending rates before mid-2022. Many
economists now expect two or three interest rate
increases next year. “Inflation is likely to be higher
for longer than previously thought,” especially in
economies that have recovered faster from the
pandemic like the United States, IMF chief econo-
mist Gita Gopinath and Tobias Adrian, director of
the IMF’s Monetary and Capital Markets

Department, said in a blog.
With the US economy recovering strongly from

the pandemic and facing tight labor markets and
broad price increases, “It would be appropriate for
the Federal Reserve to accelerate the taper of
asset purchases and bring forward the path for

policy rate increases.”
The Fed last month began to slow its monthly

bond buying program put in place to shore up the
financial system at the start of the pandemic, when
it slashed the benchmark borrowing rate to zero.
Fed Chair Jerome Powell earlier this week said he
would advocate ending the bond buying more
quickly, which would mean the bank would be in
position to hike rates in the first half of next year.

The IMF officials said central bankers should
continue to telegraph their moves in advance to
prevent surprising markets and sparking a wave of
volatility. It is “essential for major central banks to
carefully communicate their policy actions so as
not to trigger a market panic that would have
deleterious effects not just at home but also
abroad,” they said.

Given the “sharply higher uncertainty associat-
ed with Omicron,” the newest Covid-19 variant,
policymakers will need to watch data closely,
since another outbreak could exacerbate supply
snags, they said. However, they continue to believe
the “mismatch in supply and demand” will ease
over time, “Reducing some price pressures in
countries.”

“Shipping delays, delivery lags and semiconduc-
tor shortages will likely improve in the second half
of 2022” and demand will ease as the effects of
government stimulus retreats, they forecast. — AFP
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Georgieva warns Omicron 
could slow global growth

IMF says inflation a concern, US Fed should accelerate rate hikes 

PARIS: International Monetary Fund (IMF) Managing
Director Kristalina Georgieva speaks during a joint
press conference at the end of the Summit on the
Financing of African Economies in Paris. — AFP

WASHINGTON: The United States
added just 210,000 jobs last month,
the government reported Friday, less
than half the increase analysts were
expecting in the latest headwind for
President Joe Biden. The White House
has been banking on a solid economic
recovery to bolster support for Biden
and his massive Build Back Better
spending bill that is inching its way
through Congress.

But the new data presented a com-
plicated picture of the labor market as
American businesses try recover from
the COVID-19 pandemic but struggle
to find workers. The administration
got good news in the big drop in the
unemployment rate to 4.2 percent, a
decline of four-tenths of a point from
the prior month, according to the
Labor Department.

And despite the lackluster hiring,
the country has gained an average of
555,000 jobs a month this year. But
major sectors such as retail and
leisure and hospitality saw under-
whelming hiring, while businesses are
bracing for the spread of the Omicron
variant of COVID-19, which could
hamper the recovery just as the Delta
wave did over the summer.

“We’re looking at the sharpest
one-year decline in unemployment
ever. Simply put, America is back to
work,” Biden said in a speech at the
White House, where he called the

report “very strong.” But his political
opposition blamed him for the under-
shoot, with the Republican National
Committee tweeting that “Biden’s dis-
astrous November jobs report is the
worst of his time in office.”

Another threat to the Democratic
president’s agenda is inflation, which
has surged across the world’s largest
economy this year and pushed him to
launch a series of measures aimed at
cutting prices. However, the Federal
Reserve-which is independent from
the White House-is the institution
best equipped to fight inflation, and
economists believe the lackluster jobs
data will not dissuade the central
bank from moving more quickly end
its stimulus measures, which then
would allow it to hike interest rates
from zero earlier than expected.

“While this report is disappointing,
it does not change our view that
faster tapering will be announced in
December, unless the scientific news
on the Omicron variant over the next
couple weeks is disastrous,” said Ian
Shepherdson of Pantheon
Macroeconomics.

Gaining ground 
The economy remains short nearly

four million jobs compared to where it
was before the pandemic, but the data
nonetheless contained signs of
improvement. The number of unem-

ployed people dropped 542,000 to
6.9 million, the report said, though
that remains higher than the pre-pan-
demic level of 5.7 million. The number
of people on temporary layoff, which
hit 18 million in April 2020 when the
pandemic disruptions were at their
worst, dropped to 801,000, about
where it was before Covid-19 struck
the economy.

And hiring last month may have
been more robust than it appears in
the headline figures. The Labor
Department’s household survey
showed 1.1 million additional people
reported being employed compared
to October. However, even though the

unemployment rate for most racial
groups declined in November, wide
disparities remain. 

Unemployment for Hispanics was at
5.2 percent and for Black Americans
6.7 percent, while for the white popu-
lation, it was at 3.7 percent. There was
a slight improvement in the share of
people employed or looking for a job,
which has been stagnant in recent
months as many Americans opted to
stay out of the labor force. The partic-
ipation rate rose slightly to 61.8 per-
cent, its highest level since the pan-
demic, but 1.5 percentage points
below where it was before COVID-19
hit the economy. —AFP

WASHINGTON: The United States added just 210,000 jobs last month, the government
reported Friday, less than half the increase analysts were expecting in the latest head-
wind for President Joe Biden. —AFP

Lackluster hiring
complicates Biden’s plans

Canada adds 
154,000 jobs 
in November
OTTAWA: Canada added 154,000 jobs in
November, pushing its unemployment rate
down to 6.0 percent-just shy of pre-pandemic
levels, the government said Friday. The unem-
ployment rate fell 0.7 percentage points,
marking a sixth consecutive monthly drop,
with job gains in both services-producing
(+127,000) and goods-producing sectors
(+26,000), Statistics Canada said.

It was “an outcome that nobody seemed to
be expecting,” CIBC analyst Royce Mendes
said about the “massive re-acceleration in hir-
ing during the month of November.”

Economists were expecting only 38,000 net
new jobs in the month. The actual job gain fig-
ure, Mendes said, “suggests that, even if GDP
isn’t near its prior trend, labor markets are
tightening sharply.” “And that positions the
Bank of Canada to hike earlier than we had
expected, although the impact of omicron is of
course still creating a significant degree of
uncertainty to any such forecasts.”

The central bank recently signaled that it
could raise interest rates from a record low of
0.25 percent as early as April. Statistics
Canada said the service job gains were led by
health care and social assistance, retail trade
and professional, scientific, and technical serv-
ices, while manufacturing accounted for nearly
all the gains in the goods-producing sector.
There was little change, it said, in public sector
employment and self-employment. —AFP

IMF reaches deal
with Zambia on 
$1.4bn aid deal
LUSAKA: IMF staff on Friday reached an agree-
ment with Zambia on a $1.4 billion, three-year aid
program that they said would be based on a pack-
age of “bold” economic policies in the African
nation. The Extended Credit Facility loan, which is
subject to approval from the International Monetary
Fund’s board, is a major boost for new President
Hakainde Hichilema during his first months in office.

The government of the southern African country
had said it was imperative to win funding from the
Washington-based crisis lender to help it deal with its
crippling debt, which swelled to $14.7 billion and
caused the nation to default during the COVID-19
pandemic. The agreement “paves the way for debt
restructuring talks with our creditors,” Finance
Minister Situmbeko Musokotwane said in a statement.

Concluding a deal with the IMF was a key priori-
ty of the businessman-turned president who won
July elections with a landslide victory. “This is
exactly what we have done,” said the minister, hail-
ing the IMF deal as providing “much needed fiscal
space to Zambia and anchor our domestic economic
program”. In late October, the new government pre-
sented a budget that laid out its plan to restore
financial stability to allow it to negotiate a restruc-

turing agreement with creditors.
“This agreement is based on the authorities’

plans to undertake bold and ambitious economic
reforms,” IMF mission chief Allison Holland said,
noting that more details of the arrangement will be
released tomorrow. The fund launched the talks in
early November with Musokotwane, Bank of
Zambia Governor Denny Kalyalya and other senior
officials.

The country has also sought debt relief under the
G20 “common framework,” and is in discussions
with private creditors. Early in the pandemic, G20
nations agreed to the Debt Service Suspension
Initiative, which offered 73 low- and middle-income
countries the ability to halt debt payments during
the pandemic. That program expires at the end of
the year. IMF spokesman Gerry Rice had recently
described Zambia’s debt as “unsustainable”.

Zambia last year became the first African country
to default on its Eurobond repayments during the
COVID pandemic. Hichilema has been critical of the
billions of dollars of sovereign debt his predecessor
Edgar Lungu raked up during his six years in office.

He claims the debt was grossly underestimated,
particularly regarding money owed to China.
Analysts see the latest development as a watershed
moment for the new government with ripple effect
on the ailing economy.

“This is really important news, that will have a
substantial effect on the Zambian economy,” said
South Africa-based political analyst Nicole
Beardsworth, attributing it to a “sea-change”
approach by the new government. — AFP

Stocks sag as weak 
US jobs data adds 
to Omicron worries
NEW YORK: Global stocks finished a volatile week
on a downcast note Friday, sunk by festering worries
over the Omicron variant and disappointment at the
most recent US job growth figures.

The latest COVID-19 variant has been detected in
38 countries but no deaths have yet been reported,
the WHO said, as authorities worldwide rushed to
stem the spread of the heavily mutated COVID-19
strain. “Investors are clearly still anxious about the
Omicron variant, despite anecdotal evidence sug-
gesting symptoms are less severe” than first thought,
said Craig Erlam, analyst at Oanda trading group.

“Heading into the weekend, when we could get
more information on the new strain, it’s natural that
we’re seeing more caution.” IMF chief Kristalina
Georgieva warned the latest virus strain could slow
the global recovery, noting that “a new variant that
may spread very rapidly can dent confidence.”

Bourses in Paris, Frankfurt and London all
declined. Wall Street stocks also had a difficult day,
with the tech-rich Nasdaq leading major indices
lower. All three US indices finished with weekly loss-
es in a period that also saw the Federal Reserve sig-
nal a plan to accelerate the withdrawal of its mone-
tary stimulus and potentially hike rates sooner.

Wall Street investors shunned highly valued tech
shares after DocuSign offered a disappointing out-
look and signaled that demand for its e-signature
business was ebbing after a strong run during the
worst of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Shares of the company plunged more than 40
percent, while other tech names like Adobe and sev-
eral chipmakers were also hammered. “The growth
stocks are driving the declines,” said Briefing.com
analyst Patrick O’Hare, who also cited lingering
unease over the Omicron variant of COVID-19 and
disappointment that Thursday’s rally in equities was
not extended. —AFP

TOKYO: A pedestrian walks past an electronic quota-
tion board displaying the closing share prices of the
Tokyo Stock Exchange in Tokyo on Friday. — AFP


